Tenterden
Neighbourhood Plan
Evidence:
Routeways

Introduction
Tenterden is blessed with an extraordinary
heritage of footpaths and ancient
roadways connecting the town with its
landscape and history. These routeways
are a unique asset for the community as
well as being an attraction for visitors to
the Parish.
Tenterden is also a nodal centre for
routes radiating to Rolvenden and
Hastings (A28), Wittersham and Rye
(B2080), Woodchurch (B2067), and
Ashford and Maidstone (A28/A262).
There are already many policy
statements at national and local level
relating to routeways, and Public Rights
of Way (PROW) benefit from statutory
protection. This paper summarises the
policy background and analyses existing
PROW and historic routeways in order
to highlight opportunities to develop
Neighbourhood Plan policies to address
local requirements and for potential
projects (including investment) to protect
and enhance our routeways.
Some of the evidence gathered in
respect of routeways has been used to
support the development of policy in
other workstreams of the Neighbourhood
Plan. This document, therefore, also
provides wider contextual evidence in
support of those proposed policies.
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Methodology
A Routeways Working Group was formed to
assist the Steering Committee in preparing
the Tenterden Neighbourhood Plan. This
dedicated group of volunteers has reviewed
relevant parts of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), the Ashford Local Plan,
2030 (ALP), the AONB Management Plan
2019-2024 and High Weald Housing Design
Guide, 2019 and the Sustrans Kent Town
Audit of Tenterden, 2018.
Members of the group have walked and
documented the principal PROWs and
in particular those that connect to the
High Street. This process has been used
to identify key characteristics of the
footpaths in the Parish and to identify
opportunities to protect and improve
the quality of local footpaths.
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Policy Background
The NPPF focuses on sustainable transport
and healthy and safe communities, with
the following policy statements:
Promoting healthy and
safe communities
• 91.c enable and support healthy
lifestyles, especially where this would
address identified local health and
well-being needs – for example
through… layouts that encourage
walking and cycling
• 98. Planning policies and decisions
should protect and enhance public
rights of way and access, including
taking opportunities to provide better
facilities for users, for example by
adding links to existing rights of way
networks including National Trails.
Promoting sustainable transport
• 102.c opportunities to promote
walking, cycling and public transport
use are identified and pursued
• 102.d the environmental impact of
traffic… can be assessed and taken
into account
• 102.e patterns of movement are
integral to the design of schemes
• 104.d [Planning policies should]
provide for high quality walking and
cycling networks and support facilities
such as cycle parking
The ALP has a strategic objective, SP1,
to promote access to a wide choice
of easy-to-use forms of sustainable
transport including bus, train, cycling
and walking. Policy TRA5 addresses
Planning for Pedestrians:
• Development proposals shall
demonstrate how safe and
accessible pedestrian movement
routes will be delivered and how they
will connect to the wider movement
network. Opportunities should be
proactively taken to connect with and
enhance PROW wherever possible,
encouraging journeys on foot.
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ALP Policy ENV5 states that all
development in the rural areas of
the Borough shall protect and, where
possible, enhance rural lanes which
have a landscape, nature conservation
or historic importance and public rights
of way.
The ALP also specifically addresses
routeways in the context of the
Tenterden Southern Extension Phase B,
through Policy S24:
• Development shall achieve… the
creation of pedestrian and cycleway
routes through the site to link with
the TENT 1A development, the town
centre, and existing public rights of
way both on and off-site, whilst also
protecting historic and existing routes
through the site.
• Para 4.8 Strategic planting / wetland
belt proposed to augment the
footpath system, providing access
to the countryside for the wider
population
Ashford Borough Council (ABC)
has published an Ashford Cycling
and Walking Strategy 2019 - 2029 to
encourage inclusive walking and
cycling as a choice for journeys. A
Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
Plan (LCWIP) has been completed by
ABC for Ashford town, and support has
been offered to undertake an LCWIP
for Tenterden. This is a new, strategic
approach to identifying cycling and
walking improvements required at a
local level1.

The Cycling and Walking Strategy
supports this approach with a
statement of aspirations which include:
• Improving the cycling and
walking network
• Increasing cycle parking
• Maintaining the existing cycling and
walking network
• Focus on safer cycling
• Promoting cycling and walking
• Increasing opportunities for cycling
and walking tourism
The final area of relevant policy is the
High Weald AONB Management Plan
2019-2024. This sets out the following
relevant objectives:
• R1 – to maintain the historic pattern
and features of routeways. Maintain
a routeway network that has a
symbiotic relationship with settlement
location, hinterlands and identity
• R2 – to enhance the ecological
function of routeways . Protect and
improve the condition of the complex
mix of small-scale habitats along
routeways for wildlife and maintain
routeway boundaries as part of a
highly interconnected habitat mosaic.

ALP Policy TRA6 specifically seeks to
improve conditions for cyclists through
the following measures:
• Promoting and developing a network
of cycle routes
• Including cycle routes within
new developments
• Providing cycle parking facilities in
town centres and at public buildings
• Encouraging journeys by bicycle

T he approach to LCWIPs is set out as part of the
Government’s Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy
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The Sustrans Report
In 2018 Sustrans, a charity focused on
making it easier for people to walk and
cycle, completed an assessment of
Tenterden. This identified the following
issues and opportunities2:

In response to the 2018 Sustrans report
Tenterden Town Council established a
Tenterden Cycling Strategy Steering
Group, but no outcomes relating to the
work of this group have been identified or
yet published.

Barriers to walking and cycling

An earlier Sustrans report had considered
a Headcorn to Tenterden Cycleway3. This
looked at possible routes for pedestrians
and cyclists along the former railway
line from Tenterden to Headcorn, but no
action was taken as a result of the study.

• Severance due to A28 and a lack of
dedicated road crossing facilities
• High levels of traffic congestion due to
through traffic, a significant number of
visitors and travel at peak periods
• Location of schools exacerbating
traffic congestion
• Pattern of development expected to
exacerbate and contribute to current
traffic congestion issues
Opportunities for walking and cycling

The Neighbourhood Plan recommends
the development, with Ashford Borough
Council. of a Tenterden Local Cycling
and Walking Implementation Plan
(LCWIP) to develop better cycling routes
and facilities and improve connectivity
across the routeway network.

• Contribute to reducing congestion,
particularly within the town centre
• Opportunities to link to supporting the
visitor economy
• Provide better cycling and walking
opportunities to the local community
for every-day journeys and safer
access to local schools
Town-wide recommendations
• Complete Colonel Stephens Greenway
link to A28 High Street
• Improve and create new links to
Colonel Stephens Greenway
• Provide quality walking and cycling
links from the new development area
to the A28 High Street
• Utilise and improve Publics Rights
of Way links and promote
considerate shared use walking
and cycling where possible
• Seek landowner and other permissions
required to create a connected shared
use walking and cycling network

2
3
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 ustrans Kent Town Audit: Tenterden, June 2018
S
KCC Feasibility study December 2008
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A traditional style on PROW AB19

Routeways through
the Parish

established. This pattern of settlements
and place names survives today;
Biddenden (Bidda’s woodland pasture),
Rolvenden (Hrodwulf’s woodland
pasture), and Tenterden (pasture of the
men of Thanet).

Historic routeways

The Ashford Heritage Strategy describes
the drover’s route from Tenterden to
Newenden as one of the Borough’s
principal heritage assets (along with the
Pilgrim’s Way and the Drover’s Route from
Sissinghurst to Bethersden) reflecting their
historic importance to understanding
settlement patterns, culture and land
usage in the Borough.

Tenterden Parish is crossed by many
historic routeways - many of the
footpaths, tracks and roads were
present by the 14th Century. The earliest
transportation routes included drovers
routes and waterways reaching into
Tenterden and Smallhythe. Evidence
reveals that drover’s paths were up to
8

27 metres wide, suggesting their use for
the transportation of cattle as opposed
to single file carriage4 . Given there is
large evidence for Bronze and Iron-Age
cattle-rearing it is likely some of these
paths date back to pre-historic times.
The physical movement of people and
stock gradually declined up to the
medieval period as the ‘dens’ became
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PROW AB40 from Rolvenden passes
through Cold Harbour, a Romano-British
placename associated with farmsteads
approached by lane or field tracks

(rather than roads) and usually around
half a mile from the town centre.
Coldharbours are believed to be
located on cattle tracks and to have
been used for sheltering cattle being
brought along drover’s routes5. PROW
AB41 which runs alongside it is now part
of the High Weald Landscape Trail.

By the time of the Heronden Charter
of 958 CE the Ashbourne stream had
already been bridged at Aescbrygge on
what now is the Rolvenden Road6. Other
historic roads from this period include
the Cranbrook Road, the Smallhythe
Road, the Appledore Road, the
Woodchurch Road, and Preston Lane.

The ridge-roads of the High St, Grange
Road and Chennell Park Road are
the oldest roads and pre-date the 9th
century settlement of the town. The
Hastings to Dover Roman Road runs
through St. Michaels along Millpond
Lane, just north of Grange Road, and
into Dawbourne Wood. A spur of the
Roman Road runs down Chennell
Park Road and along PROW AB22 until
it meets PROW AB21 at the site of a
supposed Roman harbour.

Appendix 1 contains a map illustrating
the historic routeways.
Public Rights of Way and
long-distance routes
The dense criss-cross of footpaths in
some cases represent the remains of
radiating drove ways, routes between
historic farmsteads, and mediaeval
pilgrimage paths between churches.

The 145km long High Weald Landscape
Trail between Horsham and Rye
runs through Tenterden connecting
to Rolvenden and Smallhythe.
National Cycle Route 18 from
Canterbury to Royal Tunbridge Wells
passes through St. Michaels and along
Reader’s Bridge Road.
A map of the PROWs, historic roads, the
High Weald Landscape Trail and N18 is
included as part of this evidence.

 BC Ashford Heritage Strategy,
A
Routeways 6.1.2, 6.1.3, 6.1.8
5
On Coldharbours, J Karslake 1922
6
Saxon Records of Tenterden, Archaeologia
Cantiana, Vol.49 1937
4
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Herding sheep along Chennell Park Road
towards Brown’s Corner
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Routeway
Characteristics
The High Weald AONB describes the
area as characterised by historic
routeways (now roads, tracks and
paths), the oldest being the ridge top
roads and a dense system of radiating
droveways. These include narrow,
sunken holloways, and are edged with
trees, hedges, wildflower-rich verges and
boundary banks7. It sets out a vision
that recognises the role of routeways as
green infrastructure and takes account
of the impact of greater road traffic,
safety concerns, and increased leisure
activities. These historic routes extend
beyond the designated AONB.
All these features are present within
the parish. Outside the town, key
observed characteristics include
remains of earth banks, ditches
and mediaeval field systems closely
associated with routeways, wide grass
and wildflower verges – recalling the
function of routeways as linear common
grazing, drainage ditches that create
small-scale variations in habitat and
support rich biodiversity, ancient
hedges providing wildlife corridors and
ecological inter-connectedness across
the landscape, and veteran trees,
deadwood and coppicing or layering
along hedges that provide niches for
lichen and beetles.
The routeway network is interconnected
and the town is highly permeable. A
historic feature of Tenterden are the
so-called “Green Fingers’, country
footpaths that reach right into the
centre of town and because of their
character create a distinct connection
between the town and the surrounding
landscape (St Mildred’s Church is still
within 200 metres of the countryside)8.
These routes create rural corridors along
historic footpaths that connect the
centre of Tenterden to the farms that
were the source of its original prosperity,
and recall the historic nature of the
Lawns and Recreation Ground as the
sites of regular livestock markets.
Within the town, narrow twittens between
buildings are part of the historic
environment, which ultimately connect
to countryside features such as the
Coombes or tenter fields, and some were
used for rope making.

The High St is a distinctive, historic
linear street about 1km in length. St
Mildred’s Church is centrally placed yet
set slightly back from the current main
street and screened by the buildings
of the Shambles. This feature evolved
from a permanent market area created
some time before three temporary
shops illicitly encroached on the High
St in 1272. The footpath skirting the
southern edge of the churchyard is still
officially part of the original highway9.
The linear plan of the High St has a
number of distinctive character areas
as part of the routeway. At the centre
it narrows to about 15 metres whilst
to the west it dramatically widens to
around 60 metres at The Lawns with
broad grass verges and a fine avenue
of trees either side all of which are
proposed as a Local Green Space. This
widening effect is also apparent to the
east of the centre, and opens into East
Cross Gardens, which is also proposed
as a Local Green Space. The centre of
town is at the highest point of the ridge,
which creates a visual sense of the
central narrows being further enclosed
and intensified10, an important feature of
the distinct character of the town.
Historic Farmsteads and inns act
as nodal points throughout the
network. This is explored further in the
Neighbourhood Plan’s heritage paper.
Across the parish heritage features
abound, such as boundary stones,
milestones, medieval paving, early
fingerposts, WW2 landscape features,
historic farmsteads, industrial remains,
and relics of the railway.
A separate document sets out in detail
the characteristics of each footpath
and historic routeway.

 igh Weald AONB Management Plan
H
2019 – 2024, Routeways (p36-39)
8
Tenterden Streetscape Masterplan May 2007
9
Kent Historic Towns Survey, Tenterden
Archaeological Document, December 2014
10
See KCC Tenterden Explored, 1968 and
Eyes on Tenterden, the Architectural Review
April 1968
7
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Top Issues
The following issues have been identified
as requiring attention and investment to
protect and enhance routeways across
the parish:
• Diversions of PROWs from the historic
route, whether for development
or by landowners, restricting the
width of country footpaths, and
the replacement of rural paths with
pavements, curbs and inappropriate
hard surfacing
• Reduction in permeability of the
settlement through cul-de-sacs,
gated developments, and poor
routeway planning
• Damage to narrow lanes by motor
vehicles, creating potholes and
destroying banks, sensitive verges
and ditches that provide effective
drainage of excess water and support
biodiversity
• Limited accessibility on many
routeways11, with difficult to cross styles,
waterlogged areas, poor signposting,
and braiding as people find alternative
routes through impassable areas
• Traffic congestion and speed making
multiple-user passage (i.e. pedestrian,
cyclist and vehicle) difficult, for
example across the town, between
St. Michaels and Tenterden, or along
the PROWs that follow the Woodchurch
and Smallhythe Roads
• The development of new and improved
cycling routes, and in particular
connecting St. Michaels to the centre
of Tenterden, creating good dual-use
pedestrian and cycling paths, and
improving road crossings over the busy
High Street
• Improving connectivity to provide a
complete network, either through new
PROWs or through footpaths on verges
along key sections of the Cranbrook
Road, Smallhythe Road, Woodchurch
Road, and Appledore Road.

Already Lost:
AB36 Tilden Gill................................. 300 m
AB31 Tenterden 1A........................... 150 m
AB32 Tenterden 1A........................... 250 m
Total: 700 m
At Risk:
AB33 Tenterden 1B............................ 300 m
AB31 Tenterden 1B............................ 450 m
AB20 Westwell Court.......................... 150 m
Total: 900 m

Specific examples of many of these
issues are included in the written
assessments of PROWs undertaken
by the Working Group.
Diversion or change in character
of PROWs
Despite the protection afforded to PROWs,
Tenterden has been losing its distinct
country footpaths to development,
which has changed the character of the
routes as well as leading to diversions
and blockages. At the time of writing
the following PROWs had already been
affected or are at risk.
12

Where did the Six Fields footpath go?
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Replacement footpaths do not always
reflect the character of the area. In
the case of the Six Fields footpath a
narrow verge is all that survives. The
message that we need to protect and
enhance these footpaths was clearly
communicated in feedback from
community consultation in May 201912.

Loss of Permeability
One of the consequences of the
effective loss of the Six Fields footpath
is to reduce permeability. The
characteristic features of the route have
been lost and urbanised and people
are now choosing alternatives routes
across the neighbouring field, despite
that not being a PROW.
Movement within Tenterden is strongly
informed by the linear High St and
bisecting lanes - Bridewell, Bells/
Jacksons and Six Fields Path, Highbury,
Sayers and Coombe Lanes - as well
as the secondary streets comprising
Station Road, Church Road and
Recreation Ground Road. Highbury and
Bridewell Lanes are two of the most
important across town connections,
linking the High St to Tesco and the
countryside beyond.
The link between Highbury and
Bridewell Lanes is, however, unclear and
the effect of the Tesco development has
been to discourage pedestrian onward
movement13. This has been exacerbated
by gated cul-de-sac development at
Townsfield Court that blocks access
from Bridewell Lane to the countryside
and AB32. Dead ends are not in
keeping with the character of the town,
and robust design standards would
have protected permeability allowing
people to walk to nearby streets and
the countryside beyond.
Damage to Narrow Lanes
Rural historic roads in the Parish have
suffered from an increase in traffic and
a reduction in maintenance support.
This damages the roadways, particularly
on single track roads where vehicles
move onto the verges in order to pass.
This can adversely affect the character
of, often, historic routes and damage
delicate ecosystems by churning up
the verges and, over time, destroying
drainage ditches. Once the ditches are
compacted excess water flows down
the roads, creating additional damage
to both verges and the road surface.

A typical example of verge destruction by traffic and water on rural lanes in the parish

F eedback from community consultation in 2019 highlighted the need for clear maps showing
routeways suitable for people with disabilities including wheelchair users, and for footpaths to
be upgraded to encourage access by removing kerbs and using kissing gates rather than stiles.
More recent comments have been made about the need for access for mums with pushchairs
(My Tenterden, July 2020)
12
A number of people commented on the Three Fields development, the importance of the
footpath from there into town (at that stage temporary), and the need to protect green buffers
along these routes. Comments were also made about the Six Fields footpath. This feedback
reports that during consultation with the developer it was confirmed the footpath would remain,
instead of which it was reported there is now no footpath between Bells Lane and the site,
instead it is a ‘shared space’ with no demarcation or indication of its status. In the words of the
community feedback, “why have we lost this footpath?”
13
Tenterden Streetscape Masterplan, May 2007
11
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Railways
The railways are recognised in ABC’s
Heritage Strategy as an important
component of the routeways and
heritage of the Borough.
Tenterden Town Station was built in 1903
and the line was extended to Headcorn
in 1905. The Town Station replaced what
is now called Rolvenden Station as the
principal station for Tenterden. It was part
of the Kent and East Sussex light railway
which featured tightly curved track with
steep gradients, and limited the weight
of cargo that could be transported. It
was used for both the transportation of
passengers, and agricultural products
such as cattle. The line closed to
passengers in 1954, and was reopened in
1974 by volunteers as a tourist attraction,
running steam and heritage diesel trains.
Part of the disused railway track to the
north of the station is now Colonel
Stephens Greenway. This forms a primary
north-south traffic free greenway between
St. Michaels and Tenterden, linking to
Henley Meadows, Colonel Stephens Way,
and then on to Turner’s Field and Drury
Road. The initial 600m from St. Michaels
is lit and has a bound surface. The
remaining 640m is unlit and uneven14.
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 ustrans Kent Town Audits Tenterden
S
June 2018

Proposed Actions
The Working Group has identified
a number of objectives which
Neighbourhood Plan policies and other
projects should help to meet:
• Promote health and wellbeing
through increased accessibility
• Encourage greater use of sustainable
transport routes through better
information and clearer signage
• Protect and enhance biodiversity
through appropriate maintenance of
routeways and habitat improvement
Robust Neighbourhood Plan policies
are proposed to:
• Protect the routes and character of
existing PROWs
• Protect the character of historic
routeways (the High St, Grange Road,
Chennell Park Road, Cranbrook Road,
Rolvenden Road, Smallhythe Road,
Appledore Road, Woodchurch Road,
and Preston Lane)
• As part of the Design Code set out
new routeway (road, footpaths and
cycleway) design, width and edging
standards to emulate successful local
examples as well as maintaining and
improving the inter-connectivity of
routeways and the permeability of the
build environment

• Require new development to consider
the impact on the character of a rural
lane which is of historic, landscape or
nature conservation value
• Require new development to provide
secure cycle parking and e-bike
charging facilities
• Develop an Infrastructure Policy which
refers to new routeway projects, such
as improving routeway access for
individual users through replacing
stiles, better signage, maintenance
of routeways and verges, as well
as improving specific routes to key
destinations (e.g. Chapel Down
Vineyard, K&ESR, Biddenden Vineyard,
and St. Michaels to Tenterden. These
will require agreement with ABC and
Kent County Council Highways and to
be costed.
• Include a Biodiversity Policy which
protects and enhances tree belts,
hedgerows, verges and ditches.
• Protect medieval field patterns and
other earthwork features through a
Landscape Policy
• Recognise and protect nondesignated historic features and
assets through a Heritage Policy

The Steering Group is compiling a list
of potential infrastructure and other
investments to improve the routeway
network. Example suggestions include:
• Improving connections to Colonel
Stephens Greenway and potential
cycle routes between St. Michaels
and Tenterden
• Installing a pedestrian crossing across
the A28 between Station Road and
Church Lane connecting the radiating
northern and southern routeways that
converge on the Greens through the
station and improving other crossing
points across the A28
• Improving the PROW infrastructure,
replacing stiles with gates, improving
bridges and boardwalks across
muddy patches, establishing width
parameters for country footpaths,
better signposting, and traffic calming
signs at busy road access points such
as the Smallhythe Road at the cricket
ground and between Chapel Down
and the car park at Smallhythe Place.
• Improvement and protection of
Sandy Lane and AB36 onwards as
a potential dual-use cycling and
walking route
• Commissioning a Local Walking and
Cycling Implementation Plan (LCWIP)
for Tenterden.
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Historic Roads
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PROWs
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Contact Details:
Town Clerk
Town Hall
24 High St
Tenterden
TN30 6AN
T 01580 762271
www.tenterdenneighbourhoodplan.org

